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Methodology Comments
1. Only use three indicators, but results list four, and

discussion talks about three more
(Why? Are they arbitrary? Is causation implied?)

2. Indicator selection “…inspired by the UN HDI”
3. Methodology unknown

1. Method of weighting across indicators not discussed
2. Are ranks independent across indicators?
3. Is a one-unit change in rank equal across or even within indicators?

Like using an ordered logit model when should be an interval regression
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Other Examples

• Gallup Healthways Well-Being Index
• Best in Show /  Top Dog
• Index of Economic Freedom
• Colorado Innovation Index
• Used Car Trade-In Quality Index
• Index of Globalization
• UN Human Development Index
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The Kids Count Index
• Methodology

– 16 indicators collected for all 50 states
• 50x16 data matrix

– Each indicator is converted to a z-score (subtract
national mean, divide by std dev)

– z-scores are summed for each state
– States are ranked from lowest sum of z-scores to

highest.
– The 16 indicators are all negative (higher=bad), so

lowest score is best.
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The Kids Count Index
• Consider this: how alike are:

– “The percent of children living in poverty”
and:

– “The percent of children living in high poverty
areas”?

• Probably high
• What is the latent variable?
• Methodology does not account for this
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The Kids Count Index
• Ideal computation:

– Household level
– Complete data for each household
– An index, not a regression,

• use PCA to find primary axes
– Reweight vars along PCs
– Reweight survey obs to represent state population
– Sum up vars as before

• No such dataset exists
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Distance Metric Concepts
• When adding z-scores, index is implicitly using

the manhattan distance metric:

X1

Y

Manhattan Distance = d(Y, X1) = Y + X1
= 1 + 1 = 2



Distance Metric Concepts
• Correlation describes the orientation of vectors

X3 X2 X1

Corr(Y,X2)=.33=60°Corr(Y,X3)=0=90°

Y

X1

Corr(Y,X1)=.5=45°

Facts:
1.) Y, X1, X2 and X3 are variables
2.) Y is orthogonal to X3, but not to X1 or X2
3.) Y and X3 are separate dimensions
4.) X1 and X2 are redundant, linear combinations of Y, and X3
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Distance Metric Concepts
• If Y and X1 are not orthogonal, then NO

standard distance metric can be correct:

Y

1

Manhattan Distance ≠ Y + X1

X1

Y

45°

≠ 2



Motivation
• My basic argument:

– Dimension ≠ Variable
– Why?

• By definition, dimensions are orthogonal
• Variables may have pairwise correlation
• Nonzero correlation means non-orthogonal

– A variable may be it’s own dimension, but not
necessarily. Too strong to assume.

– Distance metrics are based on dimensions NOT
variables
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Motivation
• So how do we reconcile?

With an orthogonalization technique:
– Regression Analysis
– Principal Components Analysis
– Factor Analysis
– Multiple Correspondence Analysis
– Principal Coordinates Analysis
– Multidimensional Scaling
– Linear Discriminant Analysis
– Canonical Correlation Analysis
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Motivation

• However, these work only in some situations
• ie., when correlation is non-spurious

– But how to orthogonalize when using
compositional data? (e.g. expenditure data)

– Compositional data has spurious correlation
because always positive.

– New methodology
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Distance Metric Concepts:
Euclidean Distance



Methodology
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Similarity Matrix
12. % teens who abuse drugs/alcohol

2. HH Head lacks secure employment 14. HH Head lacks H.S. diploma
11. Child & teen deaths per 100,000





Discussion
• Takes correlation or co-occurrence into account
• Can be used on compositional data

– (PCA must be transformed by log-ratio)
• No problem dealing with zeros
• Equally weights dimensions, not variables
• No need for dimension reduction
• Can use high-level indicators; does not require

household-level data
• The higher the number of dimensions, the larger

the change in final results
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Takeaways
• Variables ≠ Dimensions
• The correlation of variables matters for

weighting in an index
• In ordinal indices, a small computation change

can make a big difference b/c magnitudes are
not even between ranks

• Impacts policy decisions
• Index construction methods impacts non-

academic practitioners
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